
THE LINE OF GAS
FIREPLACE INSERTS



You know what is important
Balance and inner peace for many of us means a life rich in happiness. 
It is the way to everyday joy, harmony of emotions and inner strength.
Quality time for yourself and those you love is all you need.
Capture it. Feel it.

It is the luxury of calm. 

The CALMA line of prestigious gas fireplaces was created and produced by the                   brand. 



Feel the luxury 
of calm





Bespoke 

LUXURY
Unique interiors require uncompromising solutions. CALMA gas fireplaces were originally designed to fill the ex-
clusive interiors with uniqueness and elegance. Hence, our inserts are the only ones on the market with elevated 
glazing.  A greater vision of fire will help to harmoniously enrich stylish living rooms, and a extended power range 
will enable to fulfill even open space interiors with pleasant warmth.

Do not limit yourself while dreaming of your ideal relaxation zone. CALMA fireplaces are available in various op-
tions of glazing, from front, through corner, to exclusive three sided and tunnel glazing. Luxury is having everything 
the way you want. Be inspired and create. We will provide you with the best technology.

All this is waiting for you in our offer.

No extended waiting times. No extra charges.



Bespoke details of your  

DREAMS

The perfect choice
The surprising transparency of the glass is 
the result of the use of Japanese NeoClear, 
double-sided polished glass, providing an 
anti-reflective effect.

Naturally perfect 
The three-dimensional TRIANGLE FLAME 
burner with nozzles covered with a dedi-
cated set of hand-painted logs is respon-
sible for the great experience of real fire.



Always sensational
Your interior will become more attractive thanks to dif-
ferent types of glazing and the possibility of regulating 
the height of the flame. Thanks to this, you will feel the 
magical atmoshpere that you will tweak yourself.

Convenient 
The ease of the remote control’s use will encourage you 
to benefit from the relaxing vision of fire more frequently. 
It is just one click away....

Unique like you
Do you dream about a built-in, levitating fireplace? You 
can have it with CALMA. Our inserts allow you to adjust 
the height and position of the insert to an individual archi-
tectural design.



Glazing sizes

Types of combustion chamber lining

Types of glazing

S
front

L
left hand

R
right hand

TC
three-sided 

type C

TU
three-sided 

type U

D
two-sided

white or graphite 
akuceram

black 
flat sheet

quartz 
sinters

black 
glass

width 800 x height 485 mm

80

width 1200 x height 485 mm

120

width 650 x height 785 mm

65



Decorative elements of the hearth

Kryptonite Incandescent filaments 
SPARKING FLAME

Ceramic logs



QUALITY  
IS CONFIDENCE
Believe in the guarantee provided by international certifications 
and the series of demanding testing procedures that we have gone 
through to create a world-class product. We trusted the completely 
independent research group KIWA, one of the leaders in the global 
testing, inspection and certification market in the field of safety.

CALMA fireplaces do not adversely affect the operation of other 
devices, which is confirmed by electromagnetic safety certificates 
issued for all components used in our devices. In addition, CALMA 
gas fireplaces, due to their tightness, effectively cooperate with 
even the most advanced recuperation systems.

Out of concern for the air quality and environment, all CALMA fire-
places meet restrictive emission standards, including the require-
ments of the Ecodesign Directive 2022.



Only Leaders
Are you wondering if one company can create the perfect product? You’re right. 
It would not be possible without the use of cutting-edge foreign technologies that set 
industry standards. As in the case of renowned Dutch brands of gas fireplaces, you 
will find proven gas automatics in our devices. HOWEVER, what distinguishes them is 
its innovative use and a series of key installation improvements.

Only the chosen ones
We rely on specialists for important matters. It is also the best choice for anyone who 
wants to be satisfied with a well-made decision. It is for this reason that CALMA gas 
inserts are available only in selected fireplace lounges. It is an expression of our con-
cern for the level of professional product and design consultancy as well as for the 
installation made of the best materials.

No compromise
CALMA fireplaces are safe at all times and in all conditions. Here’s why:

YOU CAN HAVE IT

Find 
an authorized 

reseller

Remote controls 
with child lock

Automatic switch 
with a sensor for 
obstruction of the 

air-flue gas conduit

Automatic switch 
with a gas supply 

interruption sensor

Exhaust backflow 
detection 

mechanism

Body structure 
with explosion-proof 

flaps



mycalma.eu


